Unusual eye movements in a patient with complex partial seizure disorder.
A complex partial seizure can cause a variety of visual system signs and symptoms, including visual hallucinations, dilated pupils, and changes in vision. Little information is known about the influence of this disorder on the visual system during nonseizure moments. This case report examines the unusual eye movements-during these nonseizure times-of a patient diagnosed with complex partial seizure disorder. An 8-year-old boy was referred to the clinic by his pediatric neurologist for a comprehensive examination to rule out a visual cause for the abnormal eye movements observed by the patient's mother. Ocular examination revealed periodic, spontaneous, versional eye movements to the left and right, accompanied by a small widening of the fissures and turning of the head. No vergence or accommodative problems were detected, but Developmental Eye Movement (DEM) and Visagraph testing showed mild dysfunction. Ocular health was unremarkable, while radiology studies and neurological evaluation yielded no observable pathology. Complex partial seizure disorder can affect the visual system in a wide variety of ways. The precise role, if any, that complex partial seizure disorder plays in ocular motility control during nonseizure moments is unknown. The most-plausible etiology of the observed ocular movements in this patient is the presence of a tic disorder. Patients with unknown eye movement disorders deserve a thorough evaluation, including a search for systemic causes.